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Public Raytheon overview in a few sentences
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Typically in Aerospace and Defense:
- Large legacy programs (Millions of SLOC).
- Code bases easily 15-20 Years +
- Long, long programs: SW maintained/evolved, year after year,
addition of new code to the baseline, to support new features, configurations etc?
- from small bug fixes to major design changes.
 maintained for many, many years,  architecture becomes inflexible, and suboptimal, even with the best architectural governance and oversight…
- Multiple programs using same code base – clone and own
- Highly competitive environment: program-centric not product-centric model:
 each program is bid
 Minimizing cost  no $ for paying down tech debt
- Internal R&D build initial capability, never includes documentation, testing,
hardening etc.
- Little test automation
- New programs generally >95% reuse
Short proposal cycles, minimally funded, often no reuse SME on team
- Not enough SMEs available, and more retiring every month
How to maintain or improve productivity on systems with large legacy codebase?
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• Tech debt is rarely captured in defect repositories
• If it is, who has time to go through tens of thousands of defects to find
those that really matter
• TD is not solely a function of code defects
• What is technical debt to new program may not be technical debt to the legacy
program
• After many years of evolution -> intuitive sense of “entropy” : modifications
becoming more complex and costly….
• ~2011  concept of TD
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- Before we can measure it, we need to come to an agreement on what
it is
- IMHO TD is something that accrues over time,
- especially when long (decades) lifecycles result in code bloat
and defects, inflexible architectures, duplication, performance
issues, and other undesirable side effects.
- I think of TD as extra cost/effort that must be spent in future
development cycles
- should ultimately be measured in dollars, with an interest rate
- that’s my personal opinion but it is surprisingly controversial.
• And thus Tech Debt Management becomes all about controlling
the cost of change.
• So we would like to measure technical debt in many, many
dimensions, well beyond static analysis defects,
• Next few slides are a look at some of these areas
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•
•
•
•

Reams of documentation get out-of-date
Hard to tell what matches the code base and what doesn’t
Sometimes no documentation
We’re talking about *all* documentation: code comments, design docs, UML
models, story/feature descriptions…
• Often documentation is from original design/development of the SW– but through
decades of small fixes/patches/updates/enhancements implementation no
longer reflects the documentation
• Agile as an excuse for poor documentation  part of the resistance to adoption
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•

Some systems have hundreds of COTS/FOSS SW products embedded

•

COTS/FOSS dependencies (including versions) are difficult to understand
•
Apache/Spring/Camel/Active MQ/Java

•

Scanning & approval process & classification of systems prevent constant
upgrades to latest

•

Cybersecurity requirements on programs can generate thousands of defects
that must be fixed with each upgrade
•
E.g. Active MQ vs 5.12 generated thousands of static analysis warnings
that had to be addressed due to security requirements.
• Outdated languages (Fortran, Jovial, Ada)
• Mismatches – Components coming together from different legacy programs often
have different solutions to the same problems
• Namespace naming conventions
• Time epochs
•
Note on Reuse: Sometimes its internal “Off The Shelf” (clone-and-own reuse)
“Software reuse is the process of creating software systems from existing software
rather than building software systems from scratch. ” - Charles Krueger, CMU
The advantage of amortizing software development efforts through reuse
continues to be widely acknowledged.  TDM is intertwined with reuse strategy.
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•
•

Software , much of it, has been ported to platform after platform over the years
Like COTS/FOSS , OS and processor dependencies are hard to understand
•
E.g. porting from Solaris to Linux
•
E.g. porting from SPARC processors to x86 processors
•
Desktop to mobile, server to cloud-model, etc
• example: Endian neutrality in C code implementations
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Has your software been cyber-hardened or not?
Was it developed before the days of SwA (in my world: Answer is probably yes)
How much open source is in your stack?  vulns, exploits, 0-days
Are your developers practicing secure coding?
Have you adopted the SEI-CERT secure coding standards? If not – is that debt ?
IF a new 0-day is discovered – is that automatically add to your debt?

• How are you measuring security in your code?
• Most companies are using Static analysis tools (Coverity, Klocwork and
Fortify)
• Experimenting other advanced vulnerability detection and program repair
methods
• One interesting observation from the world of cybersecurity: industry is
shifting to managing security within a risk-based framework (RMF). I think
much is to be said about managing technical debt in a similar manner.
• You can address security separately , but I see it as a part of technical
debt. WHY? There is always some future cost of change directly linked to
your code base’s security posture.
• If you have latent security issues, that’s hidden TD with extra
“payments” in your future when you discover it and have to deploy
an emergency patch, lost business/contracts/reputation etc
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• Hi Coupling and low cohesion ( bad )
• Outdated frameworks & patterns
• Architectural decisions that made sense for the original program, but don’t work
for the inheriting program
• Brittleness, etc
• Dependency Structure Matrix analysis of software architectures <explain DSMs if
necessary>
• How do you accrue architectural debt?
• Poor Initial architectural choices
• Architecture or Design short cuts (intentionally incurred debt) – sometimes
not documented
• Death by a thousand cuts
• Iterative/Incremental development
• Lack of refactoring
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• Industry moving to agile lifecycles and methods
• Agile brings with it a higher rate of technical debt accrual
•
<explain BDUF vs incremental/iterative dev>
• Agile: an incremental/evolutionary driven approach (e.g. sprints and releases)
can produce sub-optimal architectures because every increment is
designed/implemented to fulfill the needs of the current
release/story/feature/what-have-you.
• In a Big-Design-Up-Front (e.g. Waterfall) world, one of the advantages is that a
complete up-front requirements-analysis and design is optimized for a fullfeatured software product. Components are well-integrated and duplication is
minimized.
• Automated tests don’t exist for the large legacy code bases
• Automated build and deploy systems aren’t in place
• Customers want the benefits of agile/DevOps, but we aren’t inheriting the
infrastructure we need to easily make the transition
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• let’s keep with the metaphor:
• We’ve talked about some dimensions of measuring our ‘outstanding balance” on
our TD credit cards – but what’s the interest rate?
• What happens if I do nothing? Does my debt grow?
•
Yes. TD accrues with a compound interest rate  exponential growth
•  Overview of rework cycle
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• Defining and measuring technical debt is a challenge unto itself… there are many
other elements of TD and approaches to measure them
• e.g. for assessing code Quality (one dimension of TD),
• fan of the SQALE software quality index which measures code
maintainability, testability...
• Some Scrums are tracking deferred stories in their backlog as a measure
of TD
• But the real challenge is understanding how it impacts your
business/program/team/product
• How do your measures of TD correlate with the indicators that you care about could be:
• schedule, cost, productivity, sales, security, happiness?, employee
turnover?
• <segue – mention Silverthread>
• <Discuss each column>
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Anecdotal example of impact of TechDebt. The point is that ultimately we want to
understand the impact of TD on the broader socio-technical system within which we
operate.
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• Ultimately, we want to be able to operate within an OODA-loop of Technical Debt
Management
• OODA loop = important concept in strategy and decision making. John Boyd:
process this cycle more rapidly than an opponent -> gain the advantage
• Once you can measure TD, understand its impact on your operation – we need to
incorporate this thinking into your way of doing business
• <walk through the loop>
• Observe  Measure your TD
• Orient  Understand its impact on what you care about
• Decide  What are you gonna do about it ? “Nothing” is a valid answer.
Refactoring can be justified with an ROI calc (pay it down now to avoid future
balloon payment)
• Act  Do it
• Observe effect: lower TD / better performance
• This my framework - I find it useful for framing technical debt research and
reasoning about the problem
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• We build amazing systems, but want to deliver more capability faster
• BBP - DoD’s Mandate To Do More Without More: achieve greater efficiencies
through affordability, cost control,
• We want to use customer funds on capability rather than on paying down
technical debt
• Don’t want to be surprised with balloon payments when we are trying to deliver
capability to defend our nation
• We want help with measuring debt
• other than static and dynamic defect analyzers –
• its so much more, and more than the few I talked about today:
• We’re getting close to understanding all of the elements that contribute to TD,
• we can measure them.
• Not sure we understand the “interest rate” well enough yet though
• We need ways to understand how technical debt impacts our teams, our
programs, our products, our business
• Each industry or company will have different KPIs
• Need a way to represent that debt, communicate it to higher management
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